CONTEMPORARY NOVEL
Alec s new book provides another comment on his
relationship with Isabel and Harold
Others of Hartleys novels The Boat My
FeOow Devils 1961 The Brickfield and Tlie
Betrayal have very similar themes to that of A
Perfect Woman but only m the treatment of
Margaret the heroine of My FeUaio Devils does he
approach the objective sympathy which charac
tenses his presentation of Isabel and Harold and
in none of these other novels does he make such
subtle use of poetic imagery as he does in.A
Perfect Woman Eustace and Hilda and The
ho Betueen
Ernest Hemingway (1898-1961)
This controversial American was awarded the
Nobel Prize for Literature in 1054 Hemingway's
language and syntax are of extreme at times
monotonous simplicity He wntes best of
physical activities like hunting and fishing The
theme of all his writing is personal honour and
courage but he tends to romanticise violence and
suffering His finest work is his earliest the short
stones In Our Time 1924 and the novel A Fare
well to Anns 1929 (P) Hemingway's last novel
The Old Man and the Sea 1962 the story of
an old man s struggle to catch and land an enormous
fish, has immediate appeal but on subsequent
readings its language seems contrived and
precious
OrigmaEy entitled The Sea m Being The Old
Man and the Sea was planned as one of four
volumes set in the Caribbean Hemingway
Intended eventually to weld them into a single
novel. Two of the other books he called The Sea
When Yowng and The Sea When Absent The
other unnamed one he considered complete and
intended to publish it m 1951 but this plan fell
through Now given the posthumous titles
Bvmim Cuba and At Sea these volumes which
have been subjected to the editorial cutting, of
Mrs Hemingway and C J Sclmbner Jr have
been collected and published as The Islands m ihe
Stream 1970
Dan Jacobson (b 1929}
Jacobson by birth a South African now lives in
England He has published six novels all in a
traditional form
The Tray 1955   A Dance in the Sun 1956    The
Fnce of Diamonds 1957 (all P)
These are three beautifully precise vignettes of
South African life The Tra$ and A Dance in
the Sun present the tragic spiritual corruption
engendered in those who support apartheid The
Price of Diamonds is a deliciously comic study of
two business partners in a small mining town
The Evidence of Lone    1959
Jacobson s first full length novel Tlie Evidence
of Love lacks the verve and precision of his earlier
work It tells how two proteges of a wealthy
South African spinster fall in love and of the
difficulties they face due to the fact that one of
them is Coloured the other "White Those parts
of the novel which deal with the life of the Coloured
Kenneth are often vivid but Jacobson s presenta-
tion, of the heroine Isabel. Is rather lifeless
1S66    P
Jacobson b novels with a South African setting
culminated with this chronicle of the life of a
family of South African Jews, evoked through
& series of brief snapshots The career of the
novels central character Joel, hears some resem
bianco to Jacobsffltfa own.
The Save of Tamw    1970	'
* sir 99^ of. cynical despair, a sense that lifeis
futflely repetitive but faintly discernible in The
 LITERARY COMPANION
Evidence of Loie and The Beginners here becomes
predominant The story of The Rape of Tamar
derives from 2 Samuel 13 but Jacobson s interest
lies not in the creation of an historical verisimUi
tude but in the presentation of his narrator the
cynical speculative Yonadab a ghost conversant
with twentieth century culture who like the
novelist feels compelled to recreate his past
experience hi order to objectify it
B S Johnson (b 1938)
Johnson s The Unfortunates makes very painful
reading but he is otherwise one of the most
entertaining as well as one of the most skilful of
contemporary want garde writers The pre
dominant influences upon his work are the novels
of Lawrence Sterne and Samuel Beckett
Johnson prefaces his second novel Albert
Angelo with a quotation from Beckett s The
Unnamable When I thrnk of the tune I ve
wasted on these bran dips when I had me on
the premises and towards the end of Albert
Angelo he says	im trying to say something
about me through him albert when whats tie
point telling stones is telling lies I want
to tell the truth about my expenence to
reproduce the moment to moment fragmentanness
of my hfe and to echo it ia technique	TJn
like Beckett Johnson seems to feel it is possible
to tell the truth
His expressed aims as a novelist are those of the
Irench Nathalie Sarraute but from the tune of
Albert Angelo Johnson would seem, to have moved
much further than she has towards abandoning the
pretence of writing anything but the most thinly
disguised autobiography It is not simply that he
says he writes about himself and includes m each
of his last three novels such common details as
references to a childhood in Hammersmith but
that his wilting particularly in the High Wycombe
scenes of Trawl and in. almost the whole of The
Unfortunates conveys the feeling of vividly
remembered personal expenence rather than of
fiction created upon the basis of such experience
The difference between such apparently auto
biographical novels and Mailers avowedly
documentary Arm/tea of the Nwht (or v ) is primarily
formal and stylistic but also denves from the fact
that whereas Johnson writes about private
hfe Mailer reports himself as a participant in
affairs of national and international importance
TmieUmg People    1963    Pa
In this prize winning farcical comedy Henry a
young hitch hiker is given a lift by Trevor a
businessman who offers him a summer job in the
luxury Btromboli Club on the Welsh coast which
Trevor and a friend run as a hobby
The novel whose form has beenmueb. influenced
by Sterne s Tristram Shandy is written in a
variety of styles
Albert Angelo    1964    Pa
Here Johnsons protagonist and alter ego
Albert is an aspiring architect who earns his living
as a supply teacher in. the Angel area of Islington
Often hilariously funny the novel is distin
gnished by the loving precision with which
Johnson captures the atmosphere of London s
dilapidated inner suburbs and the skill with which
he deploys hia fragmentary collage techniques
Trawl    1966
An -vmnamed narrator describes his experience as
a winter pleasure tripper on a North Sea
trawler As the sailors fish the writer throws a
trawl net Into the sea of his memories By
the end of the three week v.oyage he has overcome
hia chronic sea-sickness (literal and metaphoric)
and looks forward to reunion with hia girl friend,
a of Albert Angela

